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Meson resonances and S matrix unitarity from lattice
QCD potentials

Pedro Bicudo

(IST & CFTP)

We discuss how to study I = 0 quarkonium resonances decaying into pairs of heavy-light mesons using static
potentials from lattice QCD. These static potentials can be obtained from a set of correlation functions containing
both static and light quarks. As a proof of concept we focus on bottomonium with relative orbital angular
momentum L = 0 of the bbbar pair corresponding to JPC = 0−+ and JPC = 1−− . We use static potentials from an
existing lattice QCD string breaking study and compute phase shifts and T matrix poles for the lightest heavy-light 
meson-meson decay channel. We discuss our results in the context of corresponding experimental results, in
particular for Υ(10860) and Υ(11020).

Work done with Marco Cardoso, Nuno Cardoso, Marc Wagner
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The CMS Precision Proton 
Spectrometer: Past, Present, and Future

Jonathan Hollar 
(LIP)


The CMS Precision Proton Spectrometer (PPS) project has operated
forward proton detectors in the harsh near-beam environment of the LHC
since 2016, with a leading contribution by LIP. The physics goals
include the study of Electroweak and possible Beyond Standard Model physics 
in photon-photon interactions, exploiting the unprecedented energies and
luminosities offered by the LHC.

In this talk, the physics results obtained with the existing Run 2 LHC data, 
and the preparations for the upcoming Run 3, are reviewed. Finally, a new
upgrade proposal for PPS at the High-Luminosity LHC, scheduled to begin
operations in 2027, is presented.
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